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Abstract

Selector languages, or crosscut languages, play an important role in aspect-oriented
programming (AOP). Examples of prominent selector languages include the point-
cut language in AspectJ, traversal specifications in Demeter, XPath for databases,
and regular expressions. A selector language expression, also referred to as a selec-
tor, selects nodes on an instance graph (an execution tree or an object tree) that
satisfies a meta graph (a call graph or a class graph). The implementation of selector
languages requires practically efficient algorithms for answering questions such as:
does a selector always (never) select certain nodes Select-Always (Select-Never),
does a selector ever select a node Select-Sat, does one selector imply another se-
lector Select-Impl or does an edge in an instance graph lead to a node selected by
the selector Select-Completion.

We study these problems from the viewpoints of two important selector languages
called SAJ, inspired by AspectJ, and SD, inspired by Demeter, and several of their
sublanguages. We show a polynomial-time two-way reduction between SD and SAJ
revealing interesting connections and promoting transfer of algorithmic techniques
from AspectJ to Demeter and vice-versa. We characterize the complexity of these
problems by either providing upper bounds, in the form of useful polynomial-time al-
gorithms, or hardness results, showing them to be NP-complete or co-NP-complete.
We present a fixed parameter tractable (FPT) algorithm for one of the NP-complete
problems. This early result indicates a pragmatic line of attack for dealing with the
intractability inherent in these problems.

The algorithmic results contained herein should be of interest to developers of
scalable AOP tools. We discuss the consequences of this paper for our DAJ imple-
mentation.
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1 Introduction

Aspect-oriented programs consist of two building blocks: One part (Where-
ToInfluence) defines the points in an executing program where we want to in-
fluence the program. The other part (WhatToDo) defines how to influence the
program. In this paper we analyze typical, declarative, non-Turing-complete
selector (or crosscut) languages used for expressing and formulating the former
part.

[17] is a pioneering paper that compares crosscutting in four aspect-oriented
mechanisms, including AspectJ and Demeter. We compliment this work by
providing tight upper (algorithmic) and lower (hardness) bounds for several
natural computational problems underlying AspectJ and Demeter. For exam-
ple (inspired by [18]), we demonstrate that the elimination of run-time tests in
AspectJ programs, even without negation in the pointcuts, is NP-complete in
the general case.

Our analysis is at a high level of abstraction, yet detailed enough to pro-
vide useful practical input for the implementation of selector languages. The
analysis is useful to current tools, e.g., AspectJ and Demeter (DemeterJ, DJ
[24,13], DAJ [23]), and for many more aspect-oriented languages to come. Our
model is a three level model [12] where at the top level we have selectors (e.g.,
pointcut designators or traversal strategies), at the second level meta graphs
(e.g., static call graphs or class graphs) and at the third level instance trees
(e.g., dynamic call trees or object trees) conforming to the meta graphs. The
purpose of the selectors is to choose a set of nodes in the instance trees, or
equivalently to choose a set of paths from the root of the trees to those nodes.

We study several algorithmic problems for two kinds of selector languages and
their sublanguages.

• SAJ: This is an abstraction of the AspectJ pointcut language. We aggregate
all primitive pointcuts together into the term n(l), selecting all the nodes
with label l. We use flow(S), selecting all nodes reachable through a node
in S. And we add the set-theoretic operators union (|), intersection (&) and
complement with respect to all nodes in the instance tree (!).

For an SAJ example, the meta graph for the AspectJ program in Figure
4, page 16 is given in Figure 2 (use all lower case letters and replace ! by n).
The selector in this case is the pointcut all. There is only one instance tree
that is the execution tree produced by running the program. In AspectJ,
flow(S) is cflow(S) and n(l) is for example, all nodes where a particular
method is called.

• SD: This is an abstraction and generalization of the Demeter traversal
strategies. We use the version described in Palsberg et al. [25] but ex-
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tended with the set-theoretic operators intersection (&) and complement
with respect to all paths (!). SD is more flow oriented, and we reuse the
semantics from [25] with the natural extension for intersection and comple-
ment. The semantics is given in terms of path sets in a tree from a source
node with label Source to all target nodes with label Target. In [25] we left
out intersection and complement because we did not know of an efficient
implementation of one or both of these two operators and in this paper we
prove that no efficient implementation exists, unless P=NP.

For an SD example using DJ, the meta graph for the Java program in
Figure 1 is given in Figure 2 if you replace everywhere !X by Nx. The selector
is written using the following notation:

A -> B

which describes an edge in a selector graph. It means all paths from A to
B in the meta graph and it means to find all B-objects reachable from an
A-object. The selector graph is a union of edges and it expresses union and
concatenation of paths. The selector uses intersection of four sets of paths.
The SD notation that we introduce later is a special case where the graphs
are series-parallel. source: and target: are optional elements and they
indicate the role of the node. The SD example calls the method traverse

of the DJ library with three arguments: a Main-object, a WhereToInfluence
argument that defines the traversal behavior, and a WhatToDo argument
which is a visitor. The selector is satisfiable as shown by the execution of the
program: for the given Main-object there is a path satisfying the selector.
However, if we add an additional intersection expression:

"{source: Main -> Nx2 Nx2 -> target: Target}"

the selector becomes unsatisfiable. There is no Target-object satisfying the
selector. The reader can construct a similar unsatisfiable selector for the
AspectJ example in Figure 4. The meta graph structure that we use here
will play a role in our NP-hardness proofs. A meta graph may be an arbitrary
graph and the intuition behind a meta graph is to define meta information
about its instances.

We consider two kinds of applications of selector languages.

• AspectJ-style applications: The selector language is used to select nodes in
the execution trees and their corresponding shadows in the program. The
virtual machine decides, based on the input data, which execution tree to
construct and the tree is traversed in full but only a subset of the nodes
satisfies the selector expression where the behavior will be enhanced. The
term pointcut language is used instead of selector language.

• Demeter-style applications: The selector language is used to select nodes in
the object trees and their corresponding shadows in the meta graph. The
object tree is given as input, and the tree is partially traversed reaching all
the nodes satisfying the selector expression. The term traversal language is
used instead of selector language.
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class Main { // Java Program with DJ

X1 x1; Nx1 nx1;

public static void main(String[] s) {

ClassGraph cg = new ClassGraph(); Main m = new Main();

m. x1 = new X1(); m.nx1 = new Nx1();

m. x1. x2 = new X2(); m. x1.nx2 = new Nx2();

m.nx1. x2 = new X2(); m.nx1.nx2 = new Nx2();

m. x1. x2. x3 = new X3(); m. x1. x2.nx3 = new Nx3();

m. x1.nx2. x3 = new X3(); m. x1.nx2.nx3 = new Nx3();

m.nx1. x2. x3 = new X3(); m.nx1. x2.nx3 = new Nx3();

m.nx1.nx2. x3 = new X3(); m.nx1.nx2.nx3 = new Nx3();

m. x1. x2. x3.t = new Target(); m. x1. x2.nx3.t = new Target();

m. x1.nx2. x3.t = new Target(); m. x1.nx2.nx3.t = new Target();

m.nx1. x2. x3.t = new Target(); m.nx1. x2.nx3.t = new Target();

m.nx1.nx2. x3.t = new Target(); m.nx1.nx2.nx3.t = new Target();

cg.traverse(m,

"intersect(" + // union is expressed by concatenation of edges

"{source: Main -> X1 X1 -> target: Target " +

"source: Main ->Nx2 Nx2 -> target: Target " +

"Main -> X3 X3 -> Target}," +

"{source: Main -> Nx1 Nx1 -> target: Target " +

"Main -> X2 X2 -> Target}," +

"{source: Main -> X1 X1 -> target: Target}," +

"{source: Main -> Nx3 Nx3 -> target: Target})",

new Visitor(){

public void start (){System.out.println(" start traversal");}

public void finish (){System.out.println(" finish traversal");}

void before (Target host){System.out.print(host + ’ ’);}

void before (Nx3 host) {System.out.print(host + ’ ’);}

void before (X2 host) {System.out.print(host + ’ ’);}

void before (X1 host) {System.out.print(host + ’ ’);}

});}

}

class X1 { X2 x2; Nx2 nx2; } class Nx1 { X2 x2; Nx2 nx2; }

class X2 { X3 x3; Nx3 nx3; } class Nx2 { X3 x3; Nx3 nx3; }

class X3 { Target t; } class Nx3 { Target t; }

class Target {}

/* output ------

start traversal

X1@1efb836 X2@126e85f Nx3@8916a2 Target@2ce908

finish traversal

----------------- */

Fig. 1. Demeter example.
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X1

X2 !X2

X3 !X3

Target

!X1

Fig. 2. Example meta graph.

One point of this paper is to also consider SAJ for Demeter-style applications
and SD for AspectJ-style applications. The paper explicates the close rela-
tionship between those two languages. We consider the following algorithmic
problems for SAJ and SD and their sublanguages: (For all of these problems
we consider the version where the meta graph is given and for Select-Sat-
Static we consider the case where only the selector is given as input and we
ask for the existence of a suitable meta graph.)

• Select-Always: Does a selector always select all nodes with label A in all
instances? This problem is useful for AspectJ-style applications of selector
languages: it frees us from having to do any checking at run-time [18,27,31].
Select-Always is also useful for Demeter-style applications of selector lan-
guages: We are not required to do any run-time checking to ensure that the
traversal is at the right place.

• Select-Never: This is similar to Select-Always. Does a selector select no
nodes with label A in any instance?

• Select-Sat-Static: Does a selector ever select a node? Here, we check
whether a given selector has an effect on at least one instance graph by
selecting at least one node. Selectors that never select a node are useless
and should be corrected.

• Select-Sat: Like Select-Sat-Static, except that in addition to the selector
a meta graph is also given as input. This problem is useful for proving that
two selectors don’t overlap. If the intersection of two selectors is empty, i.e.,
for all instances they select distinct sets of nodes, we know that there can
be no conflicts between the aspects that use those selectors (interference
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analysis).
• Select-Impl: Does one selector imply another selector? Select-Impl is useful

in predicate dispatch languages, such as Fred [21] and Socrates [22], where
inheritance is replaced by predicate implication. We cover here the special
case where the predicates are declarative.

• Select-First: Does an edge in an instance graph lead to a node selected
by the selector? This is useful for guiding traversals [12] and for deciding
whether a selector influences a particular branch of the execution of a pro-
gram [18].

Our results in this paper should be considered in the context of the General
Pointcut Satisfiability Problem: Given an AspectJ pointcut p and a Java pro-
gram G, is there an execution of G in which p will select at least one join point?
This problem is undecidable even for a very simple pointcut language because
the undecidability comes from the conditional statements in G. Therefore we
consider a conservative approximation of the program in the form of a call
graph. We assume that all calls inside a procedure could happen. Because
of the simple structure of meta graphs, we treat dynamic dispatch in a very
simple way: zero or more of the calls could happen.

In this paper we show two kinds of results: lower-bound results, like NP-
hardness and co-NP-completeness results and upper-bound results, like that
certain checking problems can be solved in polynomial time. For the lower-
bound results it is sufficient to consider only very limited programs, e.g., pro-
grams that only contain calls (without conditional statements). For the use-
fulness of our upper-bound results the conservative approximation mentioned
above is an issue that needs to be explored further. The conservative approx-
imation allows for many more possible program executions than can happen
in practice. But still the upper-bound results are interesting because univer-
sally quantified statements (over all executions/instances) for the approxima-
tion are correct statements for the real program. The following properties are
preserved by the conservative approximation: not Select-Sat, Select-Always,
Select-Never, Select-Impl, not Select-First. Note that Select-Sat is not pre-
served by the approximation because the meta graph might have an instance
in which a join point is selected but that instance might never happen as an
execution in the real program [2,3].

We show a two-way polynomial-time reduction from SD to SAJ revealing in-
teresting connections and promoting the transfer of algorithmic techniques
from AspectJ to Demeter and vice-versa. We provide several practically use-
ful polynomial-time algorithms for some of the problems, and we show others
to be NP-complete or co-NP-complete. We present a fixed parameter tractable
(FPT) algorithm for one of the NP-complete problems. This early result in-
dicates a line of attack for dealing with the intractability inherent in these
problems. Our NP-completeness proofs employ a natural yet elegant graph-
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theoretic gadget; we show that satisfiability and other problems for AspectJ
pointcuts without complement are already NP-complete. The point of our
reduction is that when we translate a boolean formula to a pointcut satis-
fiability problem, we can use the graph to simulate negation although the
pointcut language does not itself contain negation.

In summary the paper provides a novel framework for the study of the ex-
pressiveness of selector languages and their related algorithmic problems. We
discuss the consequences of this paper for our DAJ implementation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 5 contains related work.
In section 2 we introduce our framework by defining meta graphs and instance
graphs and our selector languages, SAJ and SD, including translations between
them. In section 3 we introduce the problems, including the practical motiva-
tion behind them. Section 4 discusses a Fixed Parameter Tractable algorithm
for Satisfiability with an application to Select-Sat. We end with conclusions
and future work in section 6.

2 Graph Structure and Selector Language

2.1 Meta graphs and instance trees

For a particular meta graph there may be an infinite number of instance trees
conforming to the graph structure, each of which maps to an AspectJ program
execution call trace, or a Demeter object graph traversal. To select interesting
points in an execution call trace or an object graph traversal, we have a general
selector language which maps to AspectJ’s pointcut designator language or
Demeter’s traversal specification.

Definition 1 (Meta Graph) A meta graph is a directed graph G =< V,E >,
where V is a set of vertices and E ⊆ V × V is a set of directed edges. There
is a distinguished vertex r ∈ V , which is the starting vertex in G. Start(G)
returns its distinguished starting vertex for G from which all other nodes are
reachable.

We assume a labeling from nodes and edges to a finite alphabet, so that
Label(x) is the label for a node or edge x.

Definition 2 (Instance Tree) I is called an instance tree of meta graph G,
if I is a tree, Root(I) = Start(G) and for each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E(I), there is
an edge e′ = (u′, v′) ∈ G so that Label(u) = Label(u′) and Label(v) = Label(v′).
I is a rooted tree with edges directed away from the root.
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2.2 Selector Languages

We use two selector languages, SAJ and SD, modeled on the selector languages
of AspectJ and Demeter, respectively.

2.2.1 SAJ

SAJ has the form

S ::= l | flow(S) | S | S | S & S | !S (1)

where l is a node label. The following are the evaluation rules for SAJ. We
state them as SI , where I is the instance tree :

Selector Set of nodes

SI(l) {v|v ∈ I ∧ Label(v) = l}

SI(flow(S)) {v|some n ∈ SI(S) reaches v ∈ I}

SI(S1 | S2) SI(S1) ∪ SI(S2)

SI(S1 & S2) SI(S1) ∩ SI(S2)

SI(!S) nodes(I) \ SI(S)

2.2.2 SD

A traversal specification in SD has the form

D ::= [A,B] | D · D | D | D | D & D | !D (2)

where A and B are nodes of a meta graph. Such a specification denotes a set
of paths in a given meta graph Φ, which is defined in terms of two functions,
Source and Target, which both map a specification to a node. The following
chart shows the definitions for Source and Target where Source(D) is the
source node determined by D, and Target(D) is the target node determined
by D:
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Selector: D Source(D) Target(D)

[A,B] A B

D1 · D2 Source(D1) Target(D2)

D1 | D2 Source(D1) Target(D1)

D1 & D2 Source(D1) Target(D1)

!D Source(D) Target(D)

Intuitively, Φ is defined as follows:

Selector Set of paths

[A,B] The set of paths from A to B in Φ

D1 · D2 Concatenation of sets of paths

D1 | D2 Union of sets of paths

D1 & D2 Intersection of sets of paths

!D All paths from Source(D) to Target(D)

not satisfying D

For a traversal specification to be meaningful, it has to be well-formed. A
traversal specification is well-formed if it determines a source node and a target
node, if each concatenation has a meeting point, and if each intersection of
a set of paths preserves the source and the target. This is expressed by the
predicate WF:

WF([A,B]) = true

WF(D1 · D2) = WF(D1) ∧ WF(D2) ∧ Target(D1) =nodes Source(D2)

WF(D1 | D2) = WF(D1) ∧ WF(D2)

WF(D1 & D2) = WF(D1) ∧ WF(D2)

WF(!D) = WF(D)

2.3 Polynomial-time transformation between SD and SAJ

We show that selector expressions in SD can be transformed into corresponding
expressions in SAJ and vice versa. Before we state the theorem formally we
define what it means for a set of paths (selected by an SD selector) to be
equivalent to a set of nodes (selected by an SAJ selector). Observe that in
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a rooted tree, such as the instance tree, there is a one-to-one correspondence
betweeen nodes, and, paths from the root, because there is a unique path from
the root to each node. We say a set of paths P is equivalent to a set of nodes
N if for each n ∈ N there is a path p ∈ P that starts at the root and ends at
n and similarly for each p ∈ P it is the case that p starts at the root and ends
in a node n ∈ N .

Theorem 1 A selector expression in SD (SAJ) can be transformed into an
expression in SAJ (SD) in polynomial-time, such that for all meta graphs and
instance trees the set of paths (nodes) selected by the SD (SAJ) selector is
equivalent to the set of nodes (paths) selected by the SAJ (SD) selector.

Proof.

We show a reduction from SD to SAJ. In the following, SD expressions are on
the left-hand side and SAJ expressions are on the right:

T ([A,B])→ flow(A) & B

T (D1 · D2)→ flow(T (D1)) & T (D2)

T (D1 | D2)→T (D1) | T (D2)

T (D1 & D2)→T (D1) & T (D2)

T (!D)→ !T (D)

It is straightforward to verify that the above transformation preserves equiv-
alence over all meta graphs and instance trees.

We now show a reduction T’ from SAJ to SD in the context of a meta graph D.
In the following, SAJ expressions are on the left-hand side, and SD expressions
are on the right. In the second line below Start(D) refers to the distinguished
root of the meta graph and Alphabet(D) refers to any element of the finite
alphabet used to label the meta graph D (observe that the alphabet need
never be larger than the meta graph and hence the transformation is poly-
time); the right hand side of this line is the union over the entire alphabet.

T ′(l)→ [Start(D), l]

T ′(flow(S))→ | Alphabet(D),l∈S
[Start(D), l] · [l, Alphabet(D)]

T ′(S1 | S2)→T ′(S1) | T ′(S2)

T ′(S1 & S2)→T ′(S1) & T ′(S2)

T ′(!S)→ !T ′(S)
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Note that the concatenations that are generated satisfy WF by construction.
All the SD expressions produced have a single source Start(D) and therefore
all the WF conditions are satisfied by construction.

Again, it is straightforward to verify that for the given meta graph D, the SAJ
expression selects a set of nodes equivalent to the set of paths selected by the
SD expression obtained from the tranformation.

2

In this paper we often refer to the traversal graph defined in [14,12]. For the
purpose of this paper we view the traversal graph as the Cartesian product
of two graphs, where one graph is the meta graph and the other is the graph
version of the SD selector expression. The Cartesian graph product G = G1 ×
G2 of graphs G1 and G2 with disjoint point sets V1 and V2 and edge sets E1

and E2 is the graph with point set u = (u1, u2) and v = (v1, v2) adjacent with
whenever [u1 = v1 and u2 adj v2] or [u2 = v2 and u1 adj v1] [9]. We note that
the meta graph structure and selector language in [12] are more expressive
and hence required a more elaborate construction of traversal graphs.

3 Problems

In the following section we present various problems related to selector expres-
sions and reason about their complexity. Theorems are presented in tables of
the form:

SD SAJ

- R1 R2

& R3 R4

! R5 R6

Each Ri is a complexity result. The first row represents complexity results for
the languages shown in grammars (1) and (2) without intersection or negation,
called the base language; the second row shows results for these languages
without negation; and the third row shows results for these languages without
intersection. A Y in a result represents a problem that is trivially true.

We make use of the logical equivalence in some of the proofs.

A & B ⇔ !(!A | !B) (3)
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S

x1 !x1

x2 !x2

xm !xm

T

Fig. 3. Ladder graph.

Problem SD SAJ

- P P

& NP-complete NP-complete

! NP-complete NP-complete

Table 1
Complexity results for many problems.

We split this section according to general problems – e.g. Select-Sat. We refer
to particular instances of these problems for certain languages by the form
A/B/C where A is a general problem or ∗ for all problems, C is the language
SD or SAJ , B is one of −, &, or ! representing the version of language C. For
example, Select-Sat/&/SAJ represents the Select-Sat problem over the SAJ
language with intersection, and */-/SD represents any problem on the base
language, -, over the SD language.

We use a ladder graph, as shown in Figure 3, as our main tool to represent
boolean formulas. This graph consists of a root s, target t, and nodes xi and
!xi for i = 1 to m. A path from s to t must go through only one xi or !xi for
all i to reflect the fact that each literal in a boolean formula may be assigned
either true or false; but not both.

In addition, we use the following generic constructions.
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3.0.1 SD Generic Construction

We refer to a strategy (graph) which is a generalized form of a traversal spec-
ification. In a nutshell, a strategy is a subgraph of the transitive closure of
the class graph with negative constraints attached to the edges. The traver-
sal specifications for */-/SD can easily be represented as strategies: [A,B] is
translated into a strategy edge from A to B.

We turn the selector into a strategy graph p′ ( [A,B] becomes a labeled edge
from A to B with label A · B; we need this labeling to avoid information loss
i.e. the short-cuts and zigzags of Palsberg et al., [25]). Then we construct the
cross product T (G, p′) [12].

The motivation for the cross product T (G, p′) is as follows: Implementing the
strategy S = [A,B] on a class graph G [15] is straight-forward (called the
FROM-TO computation): In G we do a forward depth-first traversal from
A and a backward depth-first traversal from B and take the intersection of
the two. The resulting graph succinctly represents the desired path set. For
a general strategy we want to reduce the problem of succinctly representing
the path set to the FROM-TO problem and this reduction is achieved by
replacing the class graph with a much larger graph and doing the FROM-
TO computation in that graph. This much larger graph is precisely the cross
product of the strategy and the class graph.

3.0.2 SAJ Generic Construction

We use a generic construction for the */-/SAJ case. We use the */-/SD case
as a guide and corresponding to each primitive flow(A) we create a new
subgraph with edges labeled by flow(A). The SAJ expression reduces to the
form s1 | · · · si · · · | sk for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, where each si is in the form of either
n(l) or flow(s′) because

flow(n(A1) | flow(n(A2))) = flow(n(A1)) | flow(n(A2)).

Therefore we can build in polynomial time a structure, called the flow graph
(that plays the same role as the traversal graph in SD). The size of the flow
graph is bounded by the size of the meta graph times the number of flow
expressions in the selector (after removal of nested flows).

We use this construction for */-/SAJ where * is Select-Never (is the node ever
in the flow graph?), Select-Sat (is the flow graph empty?), Select-Impl (is one
flow graph a subgraph of another flow graph?) and Select-First (which edges
are in the flow graph?).

In our NP-completeness proofs we leave out the part that shows that a prob-
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lem is in NP and we focus on the harder NP-hard part. We leave the NP
membership part as an exercise to the reader.

3.1 Select-Sat

We are presenting a proof sketch of one of our complexity-theoretic results as
an example of the kinds of gadgets we use in our reductions.

Definition 3 (Select-Sat) Given a selector p and a meta graph G, is there
an instance tree for G for which p selects a non-empty set of nodes.

Table 1 shows the complexity results for Select-Sat. The Select-Sat/-/SD prob-
lem has been implemented for a special case in Demeter/C++ and for the
general case in DemeterJ, DJ and DAJ. Our users demanded such a test be-
cause knowing that a traversal specification (selector) will never select a node
indicates, usually, a false assumption about the class graph (meta graph).
Select-Sat/*/SAJ is not currently implemented in AspectJ, and this can make
it harder to debug pointcut designators. A small typo in one of the pointcuts
may empty the set of selected join points. It would be helpful to get a warn-
ing for the pointcuts that select an empty set of join points. We hope that
our FPT algorithms in Section 4 will lead to interesting algorithms for the
NP-complete cases for AspectJ and for Demeter.

Proof.[Select-Sat/-/SD ] Use the construction in Section 3.0.1 and Select-Sat/-
/SD holds iff T (G, p′) is non-empty. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat/&/SD ] The proof is by reduction from 3-SAT. Consider a
3-SAT formula φ. Let v1, v2, . . . , vn be the variables. Create a meta graph that
is a dag as follows: a source s with arcs going to x1 and !x1, arcs from xi and
!xi to xi+1 and !xi+1 and finally from xn and !xn to a sink t. This is G(φ), called
a ladder graph, as shown in Figure 3. Now create an atomic selector for each
literal and create the total selector S(φ) by taking the union and intersection
over literals for each clause. For a literal li = vi/!vi create the selector ”from
s to t via  li” – i.e. “[s, vi] · [vi, t]”. Clearly, (S(φ), G(φ)) is satisfiable iff φ is
satisfiable. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat/!/SD ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Sat/&/SD
by Equation 3. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat/-/SAJ ] Use the construction in Section 3.0.2 and Select-
Sat/-/SAJ holds if the flow is empty. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat/&/SAJ ] We use a similar construction as for Select-Sat/&/SD,
but instead of creating an SD expression we create as SAJ expression as fol-
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SAJ Expression Pointcut

p1 = x1 | !x2 | x3 p1()

p2 = !x1 | x2 p2()

p3 = x1 p3()

p4 = !x3 p4()

pall = p1 & p2 & p3 & p4 all()

Table 2
SAJ expressions and AspectJ pointcuts.

lows: For a literal xi = vi/!vi create the expression flow(xi). The remainder
follows the proof of Select-Sat/&/SD. 2

Our reduction constructs a meta graph and a selector from the Boolean for-
mula. But our meta graph is really an abstraction of a Java program and the
selector an abstraction of an AspectJ pointcut designator. An important point
of our paper is that the meta graph/selector abstraction is good enough to
reason about the computational complexity at the AspectJ level. To demon-
strate this point, we translate an example boolean formula shown in Table 2
directly to an AspectJ pointcut in Figure 4. Here, x1, x2, x3, nx1, nx2, and
nx3 in Figure 4 correspond to x1, x2, x3, !x1, !x2, and !x3, respectively.

Proof.[Select-Sat/!/SAJ ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Sat/&/SAJ
by Equation 3.

2

3.2 Select-Sat-Static

Definition 4 (Select-Sat-Static) Given a selector p, is there a meta graph
G and an instance tree for G for which p selects a non-empty set of nodes.

A Select-Sat-Static test is a must for a “perfect” aspect-oriented system, be-
cause a selector that fails for all meta graphs is clearly useless. Yet, both
AspectJ and the Demeter Tools don’t implement such a test, maybe, because
it is perceived to be unlikely that a user writes such pointcuts or traversal
strategies. Again, we hope that our FPT ideas in Section 4 will help to de-
velop practically useful algorithms.
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public class Example {

public static void main(String[] s) {x1(); nx1();}

static void x1() { x2(); nx2(); }

static void x2() { x3(); nx3(); }

static void x3() { target(); }

static void nx1() { x2(); nx2(); }

static void nx2() { x3(); nx3(); }

static void nx3() { target(); }

static void target() {}

}

aspect Aspect {

pointcut p1(): cflow(call (void x1()))

|| cflow(call (void nx2()))

|| cflow(call (void x3()));

pointcut p2() : cflow(call (void nx1()))

|| cflow(call (void x2()));

pointcut p3() : cflow(call (void x1()));

pointcut p4() : cflow(call (void nx3()));

pointcut all(): p1() && p2() && p3() && p4();

before(): all() && !within(Aspect) {

System.out.println(thisJoinPoint);

}

}

Fig. 4. AspectJ example.

The following are the complexities for Select-Sat-Static:

Select-Sat-Static SD SAJ

- Y Y

& Y Y

! NP-complete NP-complete

Proof.[Select-Sat-Static/-/SD ] Given vertices v1, v2, · · · , vn of a traversal graph
we construct a fully-connected graph, and this graph satisfies the selector. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat-Static/&/SD ] This proof is the same as for Select-Sat-Static/-
/SD. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat-Static/!/SD ] Consider a 3-SAT formula φ. Now create an
atomic selector for each literal and create the total selector by taking the union
over literals for each clause and intersection over all clauses. For a literal xi = vi

create the selector ”from s to t via vi ” and for the literal xi = !vi create the
selector from ”s to t bypassing vi ”. Observe that if φ is satisfiable then we
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can pick a satisfying assignment A and consider G to be the path from s to t
via the nodes vi which are set to true in A. Conversely if there exists a G such
that S(G) has a path then we can set the nodes in the path (we can assume
that the path does not contain nodes other than v1, v2, . . . , vn) to be true and
the rest to false to get a satisfying assignment for φ. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat-Static/-/SAJ ] Construct the complete meta graph of all
labels mentioned in the expression. The claim is that for this meta graph
there is an instance graph where the expression S selects nodes. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat-Static/&/SAJ ] This proof is the same as for Select-Sat-
Static/-/SAJ. 2

Proof.[Select-Sat-Static/!/SAJ ] We repeat the proof of Select-Sat-Static/!/SD,
but, replace paths with flows. That is, for every literal xi = vi create the ex-
pression flow(vi); and for every literal xi =!vi create the expression !flow(vi).
The remainder is unchanged. 2

We mention also that the following problem is NP-complete for both SAJ and
SD (even without complement) if we allow that an instance may be a directed
acyclic graph (dag), not just a tree. Since a tree is a dag, we restrict our
definition of the problem to trees.

Definition 5 (Select-Sat-Dynamic) Given a selector p, a meta graph G,
and an instance tree I for G, does p select a non-empty set of nodes in I?

Proof.[Select-Sat-Dynamic/&/SD ] We use the same construction as for Select-
Sat where we construct the ladder graph and selector. We take the object graph
to be the same as the class graph. Note that the ladder graph is a dag. 2

3.3 Select-Impl

Definition 6 (SEL) SEL(s,G, I) is the set of nodes selected by s in I (which
conforms to G).

Definition 7 (Select-Impl) Given two selector expressions s1 and s2 and a
graph G, for all instances I of G: SEL(s1,G,I) is a subset of SEL(s2,G,I).

Predicate-dispatch-based aspect languages such as Socrates [22] use selector
implication as a primitive to generalize inheritance. Selector implication is also
useful in other applications. For example, a security policy might state that a
set of nodes accessible by one role (e.g., worker) must always be a subset of
the set of nodes accessible by another role (e.g., manager). Table 1 shows the
complexity results for !Select-Impl– hence in this table all NP-complete results
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are co-NP-complete results for Select-Impl.

Proof.[Select-Impl/-/SD ] We convert selector s into a traversal and the prob-
lem reduces to labeled subgraph isomorphism, which is in P. 2

Proof.[Select-Impl/&/SD ] Using the standard reduction from SD to SAJ, we
reduce this problem to Select-Impl/&/SAJ which is co-NP-complete. 2

Proof.[Select-Impl/!/SD ] Using the standard reduction from SD to SAJ, we
reduce this problem to Select-Impl/!/SAJ which is co-NP-complete. 2

Proof.[Select-Impl/-/SAJ ] Use the construction in Section 3.0.2 and Select-
Impl/-/SAJ holds if one flow graph is a subgraph of another flow graph. 2

Proof.[Select-Impl/&/SAJ ]

We construct the ladder graph for s1 implies s2. We create p1 = S(s1) and
p2 = S(s2). By construction, p1 implies p2 iff s1 implies s2. Hence, Select-
Impl/&/SAJ is co-NP-complete. 2

Proof.[Select-Impl/!/SAJ ]

We start with a boolean formula φ and translate it into a pointcut S(φ) and
a meta graph S(G), the ”ladder graph” following the construction for Select-
Sat. To summarize, we translate the operators as follows: Without loss of
generality, we assume the boolean formula is in conjunctive normal form. This
implies that negation is only applied to variables. We translate following this
table:

x1 → flow(x1)

¬x1 → flow(¬x1)

∨ → ∩

∧ → ∪

The ladder graph has source s and target t.

Now we consider the poincut implication S(φ) ⇒ ∅, false is the pointcut that
always returns the empty set. Clearly, S(φ) ⇒ ∅ is true iff the pointcut S(φ)
will always return ∅ for all instances of the meta graph. We call such an S(φ)
unsatisfiable. The complement is the set of satisfiable pointcuts.

Next we claim that S(φ) returns ∅ for all instances (i.e., is unsatisfiable) iff φ
is unsatisfiable. (This is the same argument as for Select-Sat):

Case 1: If φ is satisfiable, then S(φ) is satisfiable.
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A satisfying assignment for φ is translated to an instance where S(φ)
will select a node as follows:

x1 is true: go through x1

x1 is false: go through ¬x1

This will create an instance (a path) where S(φ) selects the target t.
Case 2: If S(φ) is satisfiable, then phi is satisfiable.

S(φ) is satisfiable means that there is a path from s to t. If the path
goes through x1, we set x1 to true. If the path goes through ¬x1, we set
x1 to false.

Therefore, φ is satisfiable iff S(φ) is satisfiable and by contraposition:
”iff property” φ is unsatisfiable iff S(φ) is unsatisfiable.

Here is the polynomial algorithm for unsatisfiablility of boolean formulas in
conjunctive normal form: Translate φ to S(φ) and G(φ) and ask the question:
Does S(φ) ⇒ false hold. If the answer is yes, φ is unsatisfiable, otherwise
satisfiable. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the ”iff” property
shown above. Hence Select-Impl/!/SAJ is co-NP-complete.

2

Proof.[Select-Impl/!/SAJ ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Impl/&/SAJ
by Equation 3. 2

3.4 Select-First

Definition 8 (Select-First) Given a selector p, a meta graph G, and an
instance I, compute the set of outgoing edges from a node of I satisfying G
that might lead to a target node selected by p.

In the Demeter case the Select-First predicate is the fundamental tool to
implement traversals efficiently. The approach is to combine the selector and
meta graph into a new graph that for each node tells which outgoing edges are
worthwhile traversing. Worthwhile means that it may lead to a target node
satisfying p in an appropriate subobject. See [16] for the generalization of this
predicate to class graphs with is-a and has-a edges. [25] contains an efficient
implementation for a special case that was used in Demeter/C++. The D*J
tools use the AP Library [14] that implements Select-First/-/SD using the
ideas in [12].

The NP-completeness result for Select-Sat/&/SD has interesting implications
for the semantics of traversals as we make the selector language more ex-
pressive. The DAJ tool [23] is an extension of AspectJ with traversals and
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strategies. Using the AspectJ declare construct we could write:

declare strategy: sname: "{A -> B}" ;

declare traversal: void foo(): sname(Visitor);

In this DAJ example the expression "A -> B" is analogous to the SD ex-
pression [A,B] This selector expression uses SD without negation but with
intersection. This traversal defines an adaptive method called foo using the
strategy named sname and the Visitor, which is a normal Java class. In DAJ
intersection is used frequently because it also plays the role of cleaning the
class graph from unwanted information.

The semantics of a traversal is defined in terms of Select-First [12,16]. This
works well for SD without intersection and complement because we have an
efficient algorithm. In the presence of intersection, we currently implement the
following solution: We assume that intersection only appears at the outermost
level. This is a reasonable assumption. To implement (s1 & s2), compute the
traversal graph t1 for s1 and G and the traversal graph t2 for s2 and G. Then
we simulate both t1 and t2 on an instance graph. But unfortunately this gives
the wrong semantics because we might go down an edge in the instance graph
although it never leads to a target. Instead we need to construct the cross
product of t1 and t2, leading to an explosion in the number of nodes if we do
this multiple times. We know now that there is no way around this because
of the NP-completeness of the underlying problem.

For the AspectJ case the predicate is useful to implement cflow. It tells us
along which execution paths we are in the scope of a pointcut designator
where we have to execute advice. Table 1 shows the complexity results for
Select-First.

Consider a selector expression p and a meta graph G in Select-Sat/&/SAJ.
Let’s assume that we can compile p and G into a function Super(r) that given
a node r of an instance conforming to G, computes the set of outgoing edges
from r that may lead to a selected node. The function Super encodes the
information about p and G into a form that is useful for deciding which edges
are worthwhile to traverse to reach a target node.

Let’s assume that we can construct Super in polynomial-time and that Super runs
in polynomial-time. This would create a polynomial algorithm for Select-
Sat/&/SAJ. Namely, we compile the pair (p,G) into Super(r) and run Super(r)
on an instance I of G that has the root and an edge to each of the successors
of the root. Note that for each meta graph G we can generically construct
such an instance. Clearly, the size of r is bounded by the size of G. The input
(p,G) is satisfiable iff Super(r) returns a non-empty set on I; i.e., there is an
instance graph in which at least one node is selected.
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Note that, the same argument holds for: Select-Sat/&/SD. In order to prove
that (p,G) is unsatisfiable (co-NP-complete problem) we need only run Super on
a generically constructed instance.

As soon as the selector language becomes too powerful, selecting nodes in in-
stances becomes expensive. We can use this to prove that Select-First/&/SAJ
and Select-First/&/SD are NP-complete.

Proof.[Select-First/-/SD ] Construct the traversal graph for p and G and check
whether the traversal graph has an outgoing edge from the node of interest.

2

Proof.[Select-First/&/SD ] We claim that a polynomial algorithm for Select-
First/&/SD leads to a polynomial algorithm for Select-Sat/&/SD. So in this
case we use a Turing reduction instead of a Cook-Karp reduction. Apply the
generic compression construction shown above. 2

Proof.[Select-First/!/SD ] The same complexity as Select-First/&/SD. 2

Proof.[Select-First/-/SAJ ] Use the construction in Section 3.0.2 and Select-
First/-/SAJ holds if the outgoing edges are in the flow graph. 2

Proof.[Select-First/&/SAJ ] NP-complete by the above compression construc-
tion. 2

Proof.[Select-First/!/SAJ ] The same complexity as Select-First/&/SAJ. 2

3.5 Select-Always

Definition 9 (Select-Always) Given a selector p and a meta graph G and
a node n in G, for all instance graphs I of G all of the instances of n in I are
selected by p.

If an AspectJ or Demeter compiler could answer this question efficiently we
could drastically speed up compilation time. Table 1 shows the complexity
results for !Select-Always.

Proof.[Select-Always/-/SD ] We assume that n is the target of p. Construct the
traversal graph Tp for p and G and the traversal graph Tall for [Source(p), Target(p)].
Select-Always is true iff all nodes of Tp have the same outgoing edges (modulo
the copy number) as Tall. 2

Proof.[AlwaysTrue] Consider a boolean formula S ′, we consider an instance
of AlwaysTrue: (x or S ′) = S is the SAT formula and we ask if P (S, x) = x is
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true in all satisfying assignments of S. Clearly, S ′ is unsatisfiable iff P (S, x)
holds.

Note that we can transform (x or S ′) into conjunctive normal form in poly-
nomial time by introducing a small number of new variables.

Because unsatisfiability is co-NP-complete, so is AlwaysTrue. 2

Proof.[Select-Always/&/SD ] We start with an instance of AlwaysTrue = (S, x)
and turn it into an instance of Select-Always/&/SD consisting of a selector
expression p, a meta graph G and a distinguished node n. The construction
is the same as for Select-Sat/&/SD. The meta graph is the ladder graph,
containing a node for x and x′. The construction guarantees that AlwaysTrue
holds for (S, x) iff all paths go through x and therefore all instances of x in
an instance graph will be selected. 2

Proof.[Select-Always/!/SD ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Always/&/SD
by Equation 3. 2

Proof.[Select-Always/-/SAJ ] We use the standard reduction from SD to SAJ,
and since Select-Always/-/SD is in P, so is Select-Always/-/SAJ. 2

Proof.[Select-Always/&/SAJ ] Using the standard reduction from SAJ to SD,
we reduce this problem to Select-Always/&/SAJ which is co-NP-complete.

2

Proof.[Select-Always/!/SAJ ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Always/&/SAJ
by Equation 3. 2

3.6 Select-Never

Definition 10 (Select-Never) Given a selector p and a meta graph G and
a node n in G, for all instance graphs I of G none of the instances of n in I
are selected by p.

In addition to the benefits found from Select-Always, efficient solutions to
this problem could provide useful feedback to users when writing pointcuts or
traversals. Often one writes a pointcut and then refactors a system. The user
would want to know when her pointcuts were possibly no longer valid after
this refactoring. This is just one example of why this is an important problem.
Table 1 shows the complexity results for !Select-Never.

Proof.[Select-Never/-/SD ] Construct the traversal graph for p and G and
check whether n is included in some copy of G. None of the instances will
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contain an instance of n selected by p iff the answer is negative. 2

Proof.[Select-Never/&/SD ] We use a proof similar to that in Select-Always/&/SAJ
except we consider an instance of AlwaysTrue = (S, !x). Hence Select-Never/&/SD
is co-NP-complete. 2

Proof.[Select-Never/!/SD ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Never/&/SD
by Equation 3. 2

Proof.[Select-Never/-/SAJ ] Use the construction in Section 3.0.2 and check
that the node is not in the flow graph. 2

Proof.[Select-Never/&/SAJ ] Using the standard reduction from SAJ to SD,
we reduce this problem to Select-Never/&/SAJ which is co-NP-complete. 2

Proof.[Select-Never/!/SAJ ] This problem can be expressed as Select-Never/&/SAJ
by Equation 3. 2

4 FPT Algorithms

We have shown that Select-Sat is NP-complete. As noted in [7] the fact that a
problem has been shown to be NP-hard is not a cause for despair. All it really
means is that the initial hope for an exact general algorithm is in vain. There
are a few different avenues of attack at this point - the use of randomness,
the search for good approximate solutions and use of parametrization. Here
we focus on this last approach.

We look more closely at the structure of the input. Select-SAT consists of a
meta graph and a selector. We have shown this problem to be NP-hard even
when the meta graph is the ladder graph and the selector is a 3-SAT formula.
In practice though, it is often the case that the selector rarely has too many
clauses. In particular we consider situations where our meta graph is a gen-
eralization of the ladder graph and the conjunctive selector formula has only
k clauses. We ask the question - what is the behavior for a fixed k? Observe
that the naive approach of trying every possible setting of the variables in
the selector leads to an exponential-time (2n) algorithm. We now demonstrate
that in fact for fixed k, this problem, which we call the k-generalized-ladder-
Select-Sat, is solvable in time that is linear in the size of the formula and the
graph.

The approach of parametrization has been developed by Downey and Fellows
in a seminal series of papers [4]. They show that the usual combinatorial explo-
sion involved in NP-hard problems can often be handled if one can get one’s
hands on the right parametrization. In cases where such a parametrization
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Fig. 5. General ladder graph.

exists, the problem is said to be Fixed Parameter Tractable. More precisely, a
parametrized problem < x, k >, where x is the input and k the parameter, is
said to be in FPT if there exists an algorithm and a constant c (independent
of k), and a function f such that the algorithm accepts valid inputs in time
f(k)|x|c. Note for example that Vertex Cover is in FPT where k, the size of
the cover, is fixed. On the other hand Independent Set with k representing the
size of the independent set continues to be intractable even when k is fixed.

We now define the problem k-generalized-ladder-Select-Sat and present a fast
kernelization scheme to solve it.

Definition 11 k-generalized-ladder-Select-Sat consists of a generalized ladder
graph and a selector formula in conjunctive normal form. The generalized
ladder graph is a directed acyclic leveled graph that has a unique source s and
unique sink t. The graph contains all edges between adjacent levels. At each
level the graph has no more than fi(k) vertices, where i represents the level.
See Figure 5. The selector formula is in CNF and has at most k clauses.

Note that our earlier NP-hardness proof goes through for k-generalized-ladder-
Select-SAT when k is considered to vary with n, instead of being fixed.

Theorem 2 k-generalized-ladder-Select-Sat is in FPT.
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Proof. At a high level our strategy is to find in time polynomial in n, a kernel
or the hard core of the problem which only depends on k and not on n; and
then we employ a search tree strategy to try all possible cases in the kernel.
Let fmax = maxi fi(k) denote the maximum number of vertices over all rows
of the generalized ladder graph.

Kernelization. Consider the selector formula. Each literal is of the form v
where v is a vertex in the associated generalized ladder graph and selects the
set of paths from s to t going through that vertex v. If the formula has any
single literal clauses then since all paths from s to t satisfying the formula
must pass through that vertex we can prune the metagraph by removing all
vertices other than v from its level. Note that in this manner we account for
all single literal clauses or the metagraph gets pruned into the empty graph
in which case we know that the selector formula is unsatisfiable. We are now
left to consider the case where we have taken care of all single literal clauses,
i.e. we can assume that the formula only consists of clauses with 2 or more
literals. Consider any clause with more than k ∗ fmax literals. Observe, that to
satisfy each of the remaining (upto) k clauses we need to only satisfy 1 literal
in each clause. Since the clause in consideration has more than k ∗fmax literals
that means this clause contains a literal that is on a level of the meta graph
different from that of any other vertex needed for satisfying any of the other
clauses. Hence such a clause can be trivially satisfied. Thus we can eliminate
all clauses with more than k ∗ fmax literals. Thus we are left with a formula
with at most k clauses where each clause has between 2 and k ∗ fmax literals.

Search tree. Now try setting to true all possible choices of literals, one from
each clause, there are at most kk∗fmax possible choices and for each possible
choice compute the subgraph of the meta graph that satisfies that choice. If all
subgraphs are empty then we know that the selector is unsatisfiable. If some
subgraph is nonempty then consider the clauses that were pruned for having
more than k ∗ fmax literals and pick a literal in each of these clauses on a level
different from all the previously chosen literals and prune this subgraph so as
to satisfy these clauses.

It is easy to see that the above scheme has running time O(n) + O(kk∗fmax)
and hence k-generalized-ladder-Select-Sat is in FPT. 2

5 Related Work

Masuhara et al. study the issue of unnecessary run-time checks in AspectJ
[18]. The meta graph is considered to be included in the program text. They
use partial evaluation to remove unnecessary pointcut tests. They don’t an-
alyze the complexity of the underlying task but instead use a powerful, but
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potentially expensive tool, to attack the problem. We show that general elim-
ination of run-time tests (Select-Never and Select-Always) is NP-complete in
the general case.

Eichberg et al. use functional queries as their selector language [6]. This is an
interesting generalization of the kind of selector languages discussed in this
paper. It would be useful to analyze the combinatorial problems discussed
in this paper for a simple functional query language as selector language.
Eichberg uses XQuery (based on XPath) as the query language which supports
the descendent axis (denoted by ”//”) that can express traversal like [A,B]
(from A to B) in our SD selector language.

The study of selector languages is an active topic in the database community
over the past few years. Schwentick does an extensive study of the equivalent
of the Select-Impl problem for XPath and show it to be co-NP-complete for
a particular subset of XPath [26]. It is shown that (Theorem 7) containment
of XP(DTD, /, //, *)-expressions is in P [20]. This problem matches with our
Select-Impl/-/SD which we also have shown to be in P [12]. DTD’s correspond
to our meta graphs. The difference with our work is that XPath slices the
selector language world in a way that is different from AspectJ pointcuts
(SAJ) or Demeter traversals (SD). Our paper also differs in that we provide a
unifying model to study key properties of a wide variety of selector languages.

Masuhara and Kiczales present an interesting study of crosscutting mecha-
nisms [17]. They discuss both the WhereToInfluence-part and the WhatToDo-
part while we focus on the WhereToInfluence-part only. But in their Table 1
they also put pointcuts and traversal specifications at the same level as we do
in this paper. (Demeter actually uses another incarnation of AOP which is not
discussed in either paper: The visitor signatures are pointcuts and the visitor
method bodies are the advice.) The crosscut definition in [17] can be applied
to selector languages: Two selectors p1 and p2 crosscut if the set of selected
nodes intersect at the instance level or meta graph level but none is a subset
of the other. Crosscutting of selector expressions is very typical especially if
we consider the nodes along the paths as well (not just the target nodes). This
paper differs from [17] in that we focus on the computational complexity of
selector languages.

Sereni and de Moor study the static determination of cflow pointcuts in As-
pectJ [27]. They reason also in terms of sets of paths, but they use a regular
expression style selector language. They model pointcut designators as au-
tomata which is similar to our translation of selectors into graphs. They do
whole program analysis on the program’s call graph and try to determine
whether a potential join point fits into one of the following three cases: (1) it
always matches a cflow pointcut; (2) it never matches a cflow pointcut; (3)
it maybe matches a cflow pointcut. In case (3), there is still a need to have
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dynamic matching code. They didn’t analyze the computational complexity
of (1, Select-Always) and (2, Select-Never). Our NP-completeness results for
Select-Always and Select-Never complement their practical analysis.

Dufour et al. discuss an AspectJ compiler, called abc, and they found sev-
eral improvements to implementing cflow over the AspectJ compiler ajc [5].
Our work assumes a whole program analysis but should provide useful in-
put to compiler writers. Using traversal graphs for compiling certain AspectJ
programs should lead to even more speed-ups.

Mendelzon and Wood analyzed the complexity of finding regular paths in
graphs, which is similiar to our Select-First and Select-Sat problems with
subtle differences [19]. They showed that finding simple regular paths in a
graph is NP-complete problem while finding regular paths is a polynomial-
time problem (if the regular expression language is not too rich). Their selector
language is a regular expression language that could be studied in a similar
way we have sudied SAJ and SD. They don’t consider instance graphs: they
operate at the level of selectors (regular expressions) and meta graphs only.

The work on JAsCo [28,29] uses a pointcut-style notation and Demeter-style
traversal specifications in the same system. The selector language approach
described in this paper might lead to a tighter integration of the two languages.

Gybels and Brichau present a number of language features that could be use-
ful for expressing more expressive pattern-based crosscuts [8]. The language
presented is pattern-based, similar to that found in AspectJ [10], uses Prolog,
and is implemented on SmallTalk. It adds unification as a feature, which al-
lows variable binding. They include object-reifying predicates that (1) provide
access to the “context object” property of the matched join point, (2) provide
direct access to the state of objects, and (3) can express the way a certain ob-
ject should respond to messages. Lastly, join point shadows are used to access
static properties of the program, and recursion is allowed in defintions. The
latter makes this language Turing complete.

The concept of Implicit Context is presented in Walker’s Ph.D. dissertation
[30]. Implicit context consists of three concepts: boundaries between conflict-
ing world views, contextual dispatch which is used to alter communications,
and communication history which is used to retrieve previous state when per-
forming contextual dispatch. This allows a programmer to express the essential
structure of our software modules, through the use of implicit context, to make
those modules easier to reuse and the systems containing those modules easier
to evolve. Expressing this context requires expressive languages which could
benefit from our work.

Several papers use regular expressions as selector language [27,11,2]. Several
of our results should carry over to regular expressions but the details need to
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be elaborated in future work.

Our paper uncovers novel aspects of the interplay between predicates and
graphs. We believe that there is potential for further connections between this
paper and the seminal work of Courcelle relating logic and graphs [1].

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have studied graph-theoretic decision problems fundamental to aspect-
oriented software development. We have simplified our model by considering
only meta graphs and instance graphs with has-a edges. But it is not hard to
generalize our algorithms and proofs to more general meta graphs as has been
done in [12] for Select-First/-/SD.

The simplified model promotes a succinct description of both upper and lower
bounds for a variety of relevant problems. In doing so we have made contribu-
tions to complexity theory – a new FPT algorithm for a subset of Select-Sat
and new NP-completeness proofs – and PL theory – two models of selector lan-
guages and a collection of related algorithms useful in AOSD tools (compilers,
IDEs) that assume the whole world assumption.

The NP-completeness results are useful for three reasons: (1) The NP-completeness
of the monotone version of the Satisfiability problem for the AspectJ pointcut
language (Select-Sat/&/SAJ) is surprising because Satisfiability for monotone
boolean formulas can be solved in polynomial-time.(2). They help us to steer
around language features that might be expensive to implement. (3) In case
we need the NP-complete language features, we can think carefully about
what kind of algorithms degrade gracefully if certain features of the input are
bounded. This is the topic of FPT.

Many of the efficient algorithms we describe are practically useful, and have
not been described in the literature so far. We have implemented algorithms
for several of the */-/SD problems in D*J and they are distributed separately
through the AP Library. Select-First/-/SD is used heavily in the D*J tools
whenever an object is traversed. An empirical study of traversals is in [32].

This is just the beginning in reasoning about the relationship between different
pointcut languages and learning how to utilize different languages’ features in
an efficient manner. For example, a common AspectJ idiom is to capture a
call only in certain contexts; say a call to f() but not underneath a call to
g(). This is written in AspectJ as

call(void f()) & !cflow(void g())
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We can use our results from this paper to see that reasoning about this state-
ment uses an NP-complete sublanguage. However, we can write an equivalent
Demeter traversal as

from main() bypassing g() to f()

that uses a polynomial-time sublanguage. So, we will use this framework to
unify multiple pointcut languages in an intelligent manner.

In future work we want to study incremental versions of the problems which are
important for incremental compilation. We also want to focus on studying shy
selector languages. By shy we mean that we can use those selector languages to
reach deep into structures without commiting to the details of those structures.
Both SAJ and SD are shy selector languages but they can be improved and
maybe integrated. A ”control-flow-shy” selector language is discussed in [6]. In
addition to minimizing information from the class graph, we want to minimize
information from the control-flow graph in the selectors. Lastly we hope that
our FPT algorithms will lead to interesting algorithms for the NP-complete
cases for AspectJ and for Demeter.

Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Pengcheng Wu for his contribu-
tions to the paper through his work reported in [31].
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